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1916 () was a leap year starting on Saturday of the Gregorian calendar and a leap year starting on Friday of
the Julian calendar, the 1916th year of the Common Era (CE) and Anno Domini (AD) designations, the 916th
year of the 2nd millennium, the 16th year of the 20th century, and the 7th year of the 1910s decade. As of the
start of 1916, the Gregorian calendar was 13 days ahead of the Julian ...
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The 1916 Summer Olympics (German: Olympische Sommerspiele 1916), officially known as the Games of
the VI Olympiad, were scheduled to be held in Berlin, Germany, but were eventually cancelled due to the
outbreak of World War I.Berlin was selected as the host city during the 14th IOC Session in Stockholm on 4
July 1912, defeating bids from Alexandria, Amsterdam, Brussels, Budapest and Cleveland.
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GIBSON SERIALIZATION Identifying Gibson instruments by serial number is tricky at best and downright
impossible in some cases. The best methods of identifying them is by using a combination of the serial
number, the factory order
Blue Book of Electric Guitars Sixth Edition - Gibson
The Jersey Shore shark attacks of 1916 were a series of shark attacks along the coast of New Jersey, in the
United States, between July 1 and 12, 1916, in which four people were killed and one injured.Since 1916,
scholars have debated which shark species was responsible and the number of animals involved, with the
great white shark and the bull shark most frequently cited.
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AmblesideOnline is a free homeschool curriculum that uses Charlotte Mason's classically-based principles to
prepare children for a life of rich relationships with everything around them: God, humanity, and the natural
world. Our detailed schedules, time-tested methods, and extensive teacher resources allow parents to focus
on the unique needs of each child.
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